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Datebook
Monday, Sept. 16
Jewish Holiday, Rosh Hashanah (Jewish
New Year), Sept. 16 and 17.

Tuesday, Sept. 17
Seminar, about IBM's Disk Operating
System, sponsored by University
Computer Services, 8:30-11:30 a.m.,
University Library, Room 122. Free.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Notre Dame, home. 7 p.m.

\Yednesday, Sept. 18
Workshop, about office automation,
sponsored by Department of Business
Education, 9 a.m.-4 p.m .• University Union,
Community Suite. Free.
Hom Recital, faculty member Herbert
Spencer, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Sept. 19
"Dr. Strangelove," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, Sept. 20
Women's Golf, Lady Northern
Intercollegiate Tournment, at Ann Arbor,
Mich., Sept 20-22, 54-hole tournament.
Prose Reading, Firelands faculty
member-Joel Rudinger, sponsored by the
Creative Writing Program and University
Student Activities, 1:30 p.m., Faculty
Lounge, University Union. Free.
.. Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Kent State, home, 7 p.m.
Piano Recital, Edward Zilberkant, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
·"The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai,"
UniVersity Activities Organziation
sponsored film, Sept. 20 and 21, 8 and 10
p.m., 210 Math Science. Tickets are priced
at $1.50 for students, -faculty and staff
(with University ID).
"The Ice Pirates," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, Sept. 20 and
21, midnight, 210 Math Science. Tickets
are priced at $1.50 for students, faculty
and staff (with University ID).

Saturday, Sept. 21
Choral Reading Clinic, sponsored by the
Coaege of Musical Arts, 8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Men's Cross Country, Bowling Green vs.
Ball State Univ., home, 11 a.m.
Women's Cross Country, Miami
Invitational at Oxford, 11:45 a.m.
Football, Bowling Green vs. Miami,
home, 1:30 p.m.
Soccer, Bowling Green vs. Marquette,
Milwaukee, Wisc., 2 p.m.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Ohio Univ., home, 7 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 22
Art ExhlbHlon, School of Art faculty
show, Sept. 22 through OCt. 13, 8 a.m.·5
p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m. on Sundays,
Fine Arts Gallery. Free
Plano Recital, faculty member Helen
Lakofsky, 3 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
The Tamburitzans, a folk dance
ensemble, sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities as part of annual
Artists Series, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $3,
$5 and $7 for adults; $1.50, $2.50 and $3.50
for senior citizens and students. University
students will be admitted free.

Alma mater rings a bell, but name does not
Edith Ludwig Bell is not a name
that most people familiar with the
University's history can identify.
Yet, Bell, who graduated from
Bowling Green in 1951, has provided
a contribution to the school's history.
She is the author of the school's
alma mater.
Few people know
that Bell was the
winner of a five-year
contest to select a
new alma mater
that, in the words of
then-president
Ralph W. McDonald,
would be "more
stirring and appealing" than the one
that existed from 1936-60.
So obscure has been Bell's place in
University history that she was not
even mentioned in Robert Overman's
The History of Bowling Green State
University, which is considered to be
the official chronicle of the
University's first 53 years.
In 1955 McDonald announced the
competition to replace the old alma
mater, which had been composed by
James W. Carmichael, an English
professor.
A winner was to be chosen each
year and the final choice was to come
from the five annual winners.
Selection was by a 30-member panel
of alumni, students and faculty. The
winning entry was to be presented for
the first time at a special convocation
in May 1960 as part of the
University's 50th anniversary
celebration.
Bell, a Lorain County school
teacher, won the 1958 competition .
Bell remembers that special
convocation well. "We went into a
packed Union Ballroom (about 2,300
people attended the event) where they
introduced the alma mater for the
first time. I felt very honored."
There was a particularly poignant
moment for her. "Professor
Carmichael, who wrote the former
alma mater, approached me and said
he liked the song I wrote and shook
my hand."
Bell had nearly forgotten about her
entry during the two years between
the time she won the 1958
competition and announcement of the
overall winner.
Bell and her husband spent the
majority of their music teaching
careers at Eastwood and Gibsonburg
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Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Graduate College: Associate vice president for research and dean. Contact
Norma Stickler, academic affairs (2·2915). Deadline: Dec. 6, 1985.
Library and Leaming Resources: Dean. Contact Stickler (2-2915). Deadline:
Oct. 4, 1985.
Marketing: AsslstanUassociate professor and assistant professor (two
positions). Contact Stephen Goodwin (2-2041). Deadline: Oct. 18, 1985.
Political Science: Professor and chair. Contact Roger C. Anderson (2-2921).
Deadline: Oct. 31, 1985.
Technology: Associate or full professor. Contact Rod Colgan (2-2436).
Deadline: Nov. 8, 1985._
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Blologlcal Sciences: Research assistant. Contact Doris Beck (2-8026).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1985.
Public Relatlona: Graphic artlsUdeslgner. Contact Susan C81dwell,
administrative staff personnel services (2-2558). Deadline: Oct. 4, 1985.
Student Special Sanrk:n Academic Enhancement: Mathematics specialist.
Contact caldwell (2-2558). Deadline: Sept. 20, 1985.

September 23, 1985

Motion calls for equal percentage pay increases
A motion calling for an equal
annual percentage Increase In the
salary pools of all employees was
raised at the first meeting of the
academic year of the Faculty Senate
on Tuesday, Sept. 17.
Elliot Blinn, chemistry, submitted a
resolution saying the latest average
salary Increase for classified staff
"did not represent the efforts or the
services which they provided" the
University. The resolution said the
classified employees "are integral to
the role and mission of the
University."
He asked the senate to endorse a
system that guarantees that the pay
Increases for faculty, classified staff,
· administrative staff and
administrators be equal.

Photo by CUiton Boutelle

Edith Ludwig Bell, composer of University's alma mater
high schools, and have had the
opportunity to hear the alma mater
performed at many University football
games. "I get a thrill every time I hear
it," she confessed.
She retired from teaching in 1982
and the Bells now split their time
between Palm Harbor, Fla., and
Alanson, Mich.
It was shortly after the first class
arrived on the newly opened Bowling
Green State Normal College campus,
in 1914, that the students began
talking about the need for a school
song. That need was satisfied when
Ernest G. Hesser, the college's only
music instructor, wrote "We Hail You,
Dear Normal College." The song was
used until 1936, undergoing a slight
change in 1929 when the word
"Normal" was dropped from the
school's name.
When Bowling Green became a
university in 1935 it was decided that

a new alma mater was in order, and
Carmichael was asked to compose
some new words which would be set
to the melody of Finlandia by
Sibelius. That tune was chosen by
Merrill C. McEwen, chairman of the
music department.
Carmichael's version included
several references to pioneer spirit as
a tribute to those who had built Wood
County and the University.
But in 1954, the Council on Student
Affairs urged a change, noting "that
either the tune Finlandia or the lyrics
present difficulties when groups of
students or alumni attempt to sing it.
The result does not always do justice
to the occasion or to the outpouring
of sentiment felt by the respective
groups."
McDonald agreed that a more lively
alma mater was needed and
announced plans for the five-year
search.

Duquense students in the group sing
in a dozen European languages and
do the dances of as many countries.
The group has toured throughout
the world, most recently touring
Europe, the Soviet Union and Latin
America. The group has received
numerous awards and citations,
including a Gold Medal for excellence
by the government of Bulgaria and an
award by the World Affairs Council
for promoting international
understanding.
The group is part of the Duquense
University Tamburitzans Institute of
Folk Art. The institute sponsors the
performing ensemble as well as
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academic programs on the graduate
and undergraduate levels, a folk art
education program for children, a
cultural center for exhibits and
peformances, a library and a
museum.
The Bowling Green performance is
being sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities. Tickets are priced
at $3, $5 and $7; $1.50, $2.50 and
$3.50 fo; senior citizens and students;
and free for University students.
Tickets may be obtained at the Arts
Center box office, which is open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. weekdays. Seats may be
reserved by calling the box office at
372-8171.

Counci/~suggests
The Classifi.ed Staff Council wants
to simplify a proposed revised
employee grievance procedure that
has been developed over the past
several months.
The council, which discussed the
grievance issue at Its meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 17, also wants to
reduce the number of days between
various steps of the procedure in an
effort to prevent. delays in the

absences to Jewish students who
request them for observance of the
holiday. All students excused from
class, however, must make up any
work missed as a result of the
absence.

Classified Employment Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.

Data Entry Operator 1
Pay Range 3
Registration and Records
Temporary, part-time for
approximately six months

9-16-2

Management Center
Temporary, part-time to March

Ubrary Associate II
Pay Range 28
Science Library
Temporary, part·tlme to June 15,

1986

1986

NEW VACANCIES .
PostJng Expinltlon Date for Employa 11 to
Apply: 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 23, 1985
9-23-1

Secnttary 1
Pay Range26

process..
The grievance issue was submitted
to council In July, but was not taken
up because of discussions at thetime with the administration
regarding pay.
· "We got caught with our pants
down for not suggesting some of
these {revisions) ourselves," said
Sharon Stuart, chair of the council.
"Our proposal never got going."
Council members said they thought
the eight-page policy could be
simplified. While they recognized that
the policy should not be'in a form
that would promote an

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 16, 1985
9-16-1

staff" for the educational budget.
"That is controversial and devlslve,"
he said.
This past summer the Board of
Trustees approved a 4.3 percent or 33
cents per hour, whichever was
greater, pay Increase for classified
staff. Combined with longevity and
step raises, the salary pool amounted
to a 6 percent increase. Faculty and
administrative staff received an 8
percent salary pool Increase. Pay
Increases for administrators ranged
from 7.4 to 15.9 percent.
Dr. Blinn said he will try to have his
resolution brought from the table at
future senate meetings. He also said
he will seek through the senate's
executive committee to have the
issue put on the senate's agenda for

its next meeting, Oct. 1.
"I think I will have a problem with
an elitist mentality," he said. "Many
of my colleagues are affrald it will
cost them out of their pockets. I think
they will try to keep {the resolution)
tabled as long as possible.
"If it is going to lose, I hope It
loses on a vote rather than cowardly
handling it by tabling It forever."
Dr. Horton called the resolution
"hastily conceived and a nonproductive statement."
He said after the meeting that the
resolution needed better design and
the senate needed more time to
deliberate the issue.
"If the senate wants to make a
(See Senate, Page 2)

A life-long dream of riding In a
hot air b:::!!oon ~me frue
Wednesday for Evelyn Settles,
who recently retired from the
classified staff of the University.
The ride was a present from her
colleagues at the Jerome
Ubrary where she has worked
for the past 15 years as a library
media technical assistant in the
series department. She is shown
boarding the vehicle. (A related
photograph is on Page 4).

Jewish holiday occurs this week
The Jewish holiday of Rosh
Hashanah will be observed Monday
and Tuesday, Sept. 16 and 17.
Faculty are encouraged by the
Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs to grant excused

After some discussion regarding
the wording of the resolution, George
A. Horton, coordinator of the
graduate program In the College of
Technology, moved to table the issue.
Bartley Brennan, legal studies,
seconded the motion.
"I don't think the University and the
faculty as a whole should be a party
to a system of potentfal exploitation,"
Dr. Blinn said after the meeting.
"Right now we're very close to such a
system. The classified staff _is not
being treated In a fair manner."
Dr. Blinn also said that if current
differences in the average pay
awarded to the different
classifications of employees
continues "eventually there will be
competition between faculty and

Dream
comes
true

(
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Old world traditions, music, dance brought to campus
The music, dance, costumes and
traditions of old world eastern and
southeastern Europe will come to life
Sunday, Sept. 22, as the
Tamburitzans, an internationally
famous troupe from Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh, perform at
Bowling Green.
The first program in the University's
annual Artist Series, the concert will
be at 8 p.m. in the Moore Musical
Arts Center's Kobacker Hall.
Founded in 1937 and performing
more than 100 concerts annually, the
group takes its name from the
musical instrument which is an
integral part of its performance - the
tamburitza, a long-necked stringed
instrument.
Using more than 500 authentic
costumes in each concert, the 40
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changes to grievance policy

overabundance of complaints, council
members said employees should not
feel discouraged from filing a
grievance because of a complicated
process.
Council also discussed several
aspects of the policy including
specifying that a grievance can
proceed even if some parties involved
are not available and that a, grievance
can stop at any point. Both Issues are
included In the proposed policy_
Council members were also
concerned about who decides if an
employee has a grievable Issue. They
stressed that they think that that
decision should be made by the
employee relations advisor and not by
the director of personnel.
Salvidor (Sam) Ramirez, employees
relations advisor, said the policy
addresses that concern by requiring
in its first step that an employee
formally present the grievance to him
in writing, followed by disc~sslon.
The council suggested a change in
step four of the procedure, the point

where a complaint goes to threemember grievance panel. The policy
allows the complainant and the
respondent to each pick a member of
the committee. Those two members
of the committee then pick a third
member to serve as chair.
Council recommended that the
third member be chosen from a
lottery pool of all classified
employees, including part-time and
those from the Firelands campus.
Stuart is to address-the concerns
of council and its suggestions to Karl
E.. Vogt, vice president for operations.
In other matters, council developed
a list of goals for the 1985-86
academic year. The objectives
Include: appointing a committee to
wortt with the administration in
restructuring the pay system; polling
employees about whether they want
an appointed or elected council;
consider publishing a newsletter for
classified staff; research and
recommend policy for summer hours;
review University snow pollcy;

promote fee waiver privileges for
employees; recommend a
definition of part-time employees;
review part-time benefits; wortt to get
a full-time secretary for Ramirez; and
establish a committee for
compensation negotiations.
The council also:
• Accepted the resignation of
Martin McDole, biological sciences.
That creates an opening for a
representative of academic affairs.
Openings also exist for
representatives of part-time
employees and student affairs. Stuart
is to contact the office of t:t'le vice
president for student affairs for
names of three employees who might
be willing to serve on council.
• Appointed John Beck, an
electrician in plant operations and
maintenance, and Larry Holland, a
storekeeper In inventory management,
as representatives of the operations
area
~year

(See Council, Page 2)
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Council accepts
forgiveness policy
Undergraduate
Council
The Undergraduate Council
accepted an academic forgiveness
policy that will allow students who
have left the University to return after
five years.
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 18, the
council rejectedoan amendment to the
proposed policy that would have set
the waiting period at seven years. The
original policy, which was proposed
by an ad hoc committee appointed
last spring, suggested the wait be 10
years.
After council members discussed
the advantages of various waiting
periods and rejected the seven-year
amendment, they voted for the fiveyear amendment, with the stipulation
that the policy be reviewed after two
years. The entire policy was then
accepted unanimously.
The policy Is designed to assist
part-time, non-traditional students
who are returning to the University
after a period of several years and
whose grade point average is low.
The policy is intended to help
students meet the entry requirements_
for programs at Bowling Green. Other
universities have similar policies.
The Undergraduate Student
Government has said it supported the
policy with a five-year waiting period.
Some Undergraduate Council
members said they felt if students
supported the five-year waiting
period, that they could also support
it.
Members said the danger in having
a waiting period longer than five
years was that people looking to
return to school might go· elsewhere
to complete their education.
Registrar Cary Brewer said that the
number of people returning to
campus after five.ar.10.years is less
than 50 per term. He said there was
no way of knowing if that would
increase once t!ls po!icy is in placQ•
The issue now goes to the
Committee on Academic Affairs.
In other matters, the council
learned Gerald Saddlemire, interim
dean of education, could not be
appointed as one of two of the
council's representatives on the CAA
Neil Browne, economics, will be
asked to serve.

Senate

They are called
the "sandwich
generation.''
i
· They are adults
in their late
Its '
thirties and forties
John Hiltner
who may be still
caring for their growing children, are
wondering If they should begin
planning for retirement and at the
same time are coping with the
responsibility of caring for their own
aging parents.
"It's a fact of life that people In our
aging society can expect to care for
at least one parent," says John
Hiitner, director of the gerontology
program at the University.
It can be tough juggling the
demands. But handling the
responsibility of caring for aging
parents and dealing with one's own
aging can be made easier with proper
planning, according to Dr. Hiltner.
An increasing number of adults In

their thirties and forties are starting
to plan for their later years, according
to Dr. Hiitner, who frequently talks to
groups about retirement planning and
caring for aging parents.
Dr. Hiitner Is scheduled to teach
one such workshop, entitled "You and
Your Aging Parents," on Sept. 29 at
the University.
Dr. Hiitner says he will talk during
the workshop about the normal aging
process and "dlspell the notion that
everyone will end up in a nursing
home."
"I'm a licensed nursing home
administrator and one of the first
things 1lell people is that most of
them will never need the services of
someone like me," he said. "We know
how to avoid many diseases - by .
exercising, eating right and not
smoking - and although you may not
be as active as you were at the age of
20, there's no reason you can't have a
good life at 80 or 90."

Because some people will be faced
with finding around-the-elock care for
their parents or themselves, Dr.
Hiltner will offer tips about how to
choose a nursing home and will
describe alternative types of care and
housing for the elderly. He also will
cover various types of other
resources available to the elderly and
support groups.
The cost of various types of care
for the elderly, both financial and
emotional, are discussed as well.
"The pattern Is that daughters
become the caretakers of mothers.
Those who have had good relations
usually retain them," he said. "For
those who have had family stress in
the past, it usually becomes worse.
Dr. Hiltner's workshop on aging will
be held from 2·5 p.m. Sept. 29. To
register contact the Office of
Continuing Education (372-8181). The
registration fee is $20 for couples and
$15 for individuals.

13 more faculty join list of University retirees

t,
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Clinic finds reasons for learning problems
Why is it that some children do not
learn as much, or as fast, as others?
Many concerned parents have asked
that ~uestlon when their child is
struggling to keep up at schol.
"All children do not learn at the
same rate because they don't all have
the same abilities and interest
levels," said Richard Wilson, special
education.
But that doesn't mean children who
are experiencing academic difficulties
are beyond help. Dr. Wilson and Linda

Purchases should go
through Computer SerVices
Computer Services requests that all
purchases for microcomputers and
related peripherals be directed to Don
Schumacher (2-n24), room 104,
Hayes Hall.
Many vendors require a minimum
order, same as high as $10,000. If an
order is placed with these vendors for
less than the minimum amount, they
wili return the order to ccmpt1ter
Services for resubmission when the
minimum amount has been reached.
Still other vendors will not process· an
order for the University unless It is
submitted by Computer Services.
These vendors will return department
orders to Computer Services for
resubmission.

"major financial burden on
supportive statement to what might
employers, ultimately placing in
be an equitable distribution of
jeopardy the long-term funding of
increases and to the quality of work
STRS benefits for current teachers
of the classified staff, then it's going
and retirees.''
to be appropriate to be supportive,"
The senate also:
he said. "But when you start talking
• Approved a change· in the
about an equal percentage of pay,
Academic Charter regarding unused
then you get Into a whole new ball
sick leave. The charter was amended
game. It's more of a political
statement than a productive one."
to allow the estates of faculty who
die while employed by the University
Dr. Brennan said he seconded the
and who had 10 years service within
motion to table so the senate would
the state to be eligible to receive
have "time to study the implications
partial payment of unused sick leave.
of the resolution and whether any
• Approved a resolution
cost is involved."
recommending no change in the
In other matters, the senate voted
current salary distribution of 60
to oppose a federal proposal to
require current employees of the
percent across the board and 40 .
University to contribute to mandatory
percent for departmental merit for the
contract year 1986-87.
Medicare 'coverage and force newly
• Discussed with Richard R. Eakin,
hired employees to be part of the
vi~ president for planning and
.
Social Security system. .
: budgeting, a recent announcement
The senate resolution, which wlll
regarding Increases in group life
be sent to President Ronald "Reagan
Insurances rates. Or.
Said he
and members of Congress. said
regretted
the
Increases,
"but
we still
current benefits under the Ohio State
Teachers Retirement System provide
need a viable Insurance program."
The Uniwlrsity is considering
adequate Coverage. It also said .
· changes In Its fringe bene~its
switching systems would -f?"ea!e a
program. A report from the Insurance
Committee Is expected soon. ·
However, the earliest a change could
Monitor is published weekly for
be made Is fall of 1986.
• Passed a resolution of
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
appreciation to be sent to faculty and
submit material for the next Issue,
staff who retired In the past year.
Monday, Sept. 30, Is 5 p.m.
• Passed a resolution of sympathy
for the family of Louise Rees,
Tuesday, SepL 24.
professor emerita of library and
Editor: Paul E. Kostyu
educational media, who died July 1.

Eakin

.,_
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'Sandwich Generation' has to cope

From Page 1
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Mandlebaum, special education,
direct a clinic that Is designed to find
the reasons for learning difficulties
and provide the extra instruction
needed to succeed in school.
Now in its second year, the Clinic
for Educational Diagnosis and
Remediation (CEDAR) already has
provided tutoring for more than 60
people of all ages.
"It's a two-step process," said Dr.
Wilson. "First we need to test the
client to find out how far behind he is
and why. Then we design and
implement an Individualized remedial
program to do something about It."
During the diagnostic.evaluation,
Ors. Wilson and Mandlebaum test
ability, language development,
social/emotional behavior, adaptive
behavior and academic achievment of
a client.
After the evaluation, the remedial
instruction begins. This usually
Involves a series of one-hour tutoring
sessions, conducted one to four
times each week by graduate
students and upper level
undergraduate students majoring in
special education.
"Our specially trained tutors can

provide students with the individual
attention that is often not possible in
a classroom," Dr. Wilson said.
Many clients served by CEDAR are
element'ary school students who may
be failing in one or more classes or
may need individual instruction to
supplement the special education
classes offered in their schools.
Children may be referred to the clinic
by their classroom teachers or
parents.
"Parents must give permission in
writing before we begin working with
a child,'' Dr. Wilson said. ''Their
cooperation Is essential in getting the
child to the tutoring sessions and
providing encouragement at home.''
Tutoring sessions are usually
scheduled after school, from 3:30-5:30
p.m. Current clients come from as far
away as Norwalk and Defiance, as
well as the Bowling Green, Findlay
and Toledo areas. Cost of the
diagnostic evaluation session is a
maximum of $50 per student. Tutoring
sessions are $2 per hour or less,
depending on ability to pay.
For more information contact Dr.
Wilson at 372-7290. Enrollment is
limited. -

January expedition deadline nears
Nature lovers have until Sept. 30 to
make reservations to be a part of a
University expedition to Andros Island
in January.
The largest anti least explored of
the Bahama Islands, Andros is
sprasely populated and alive in
natural wonders.
Tho.usands of North American
warblers arid other migrant birds
winter there. Along the island's east
shore grows the world's third largest
barrier reef, which provides a home
for millions of colorful fish and
countless other creatures. .
Bowling Green's nine-day
expedition is designed to develop an
understanding of and create an
appreciation for the natural history of
the island's scenic wonders.
The tour, wbich will be led by a
biology department faculty member
who will provide Information about
the flora and fauna of the Island,
leaves Toledo on Jan. 3 and refurns
Jan. 11. Cost of the nln~y
excursion is $1, 116, which inciudes
transportation, excursions and all
accomodatlons.
The.Hawaiian Islands and
Arequipa, Pefu, are the destinations
of two other nature expeditions being
offered early ·next year by the
University. Faculty and st~ff are
encouraged to participate.
The tour to Peru, which will provide
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
view Halley's Cornet will be led by a
faculty member from the department
of physics and astronomy.
The tour of the Hawaiian Islands,
led by a l)lology faculty member, will
depart from Detroit on March 19 and
return April 1. The cost Is $2,274,.

-

including round-trip transportation
from Detroit, scheduled ·
transportation and excursions, hotel
accommodations and some meals.
The University is sponsoring an
eight-day expedition to the
Smithsonian Satellite Tracking
Station in Arequipa, Peru, to coincide
with the appearance of Halley's
Comet, last seen from Earth 75 years
ago. The best view of the comet will
be from the southern hemisphere in
April, and the Bowling Green tour will
leave Miami, Fla., on April 8. The
group will return Aril 15. Total cost is
$1,295, including round-trip airfare
from Miami, hotel accommodations
and all meals, daytime excursions in
the Andes Mountains and nighttime
excursions with a University
astronomer.
An optional fiVEHlay extension of
the Peru adventure to Cusco, the
oldest continuously inhabited city in
the western hemisphere, is available
at an additional cost of $495.
For further information about any
_of the tours, contact Continuing
Education at 372~181.·

Cooocil From page 1
· • Decided to hOld its meetings
open to cla&Slfled employees wishing
to attend. In order to participate In a
meeting, however, employees who are
. not members of council will need to
ask In a~ance of the meeting to be
placed on the agenda.
·
• Decided to meet Tuesday, Sept.
24, at 11 a.rQ. to decide who will serve
on the committee that will work with
the administration to restructure the
pay system.

f
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A former dean of Flrelands College,
three members of the Department of
Educational Administration and
Supervision In the College of
Education and three members of the
Department of Biological Sciences
are among the 13 University faculty
who retired Sept. 1. Their combined
service to Bowling Green totals 290
years.
The retirees Include:
• When she wc.s named dean of the
Firelands campus in 19n, Algalee
Adams was the third to hold the
position in the
10-year history of
the school. She
remained there for
eight years, longer
than any other
dean, ending her
tenure there to
come to the main
University campus
in February as
director of special
Algalee Adam_s- programs.
In her last position, Dr. Adams
worked with the University's
Continuing Education program as a
liaison with business and industry
and with public school administrators
and teachers.
Before coming to Bowling Green,
Dr. Adams was director of graduate
programs in art education at the
Massachusetts College of Art (MCA)
in Boston. When she took the
Firelands position, she was only the
second woman In the state to
become a chief administrator at a
branch campus.
She began her career as an art
teacher In elementary and secondary
schools. She eventually held
positions at St. Cloud State College
in Minnesota and at MCA. She Is
listed in Leaders in Education and
Who's Who in America, and received
the Distinguished Alumni Award from
the University of Missouri.
• Morgan M. Brent came to the
University 28 years ago, joining
biological sciences as an assistant
professor. He
became a full
professor in 1965.
-A former
...
surgical technician
in the U.S. Army
medical corps,
Brent received his
bachelor's,
master's and
doctorate degrees
from Northwestern
Morgan Brent
University. He
served as an instructor at Jefferson
Medical College in Philadelphia and
was a research associate at the
University of California at Berkley
prior to coming to Bowling Green. He
has published numerous articles, was
a member of several committees and
served on a variety of organizations,
including Faculty Senate, Graduate
Council and Academic Council.
• Nathan William Easterly also
joined the faculty in 1957 as an
instructor in biological sciences after
receiving his
doctorate from
West Virginia
University. He
became a
professor -of ·
botany in 19n. Dr.
Easterly
completed his
undergraduate
work at West
N. Wiiiiam
Virginia and
Easterly
f8Ceived his
master's from towa Un1¥erSlty"
Or. Easterly was a founding
member of the Ohio chapter of the
· Natur:.e Conservancy In 1957.He

For Sale
The Department of Chemistry has
for sale to University departments'
and offices two slide tape machines
- a Kodak 210 and a Singer
Caramate 3300.
For further information contact
Douglas C. Neckers (372-2034).

A native of
served as a member of its board until
Brooklyn, N.Y., Dr.
1969. During the 1969-70 academic
Hyman received
year, he was a Fulbright scholar in
his master's and
botany in Ghana, Africa.
He has been a research fellow of
doctoratv degrees
from The Ohio
the Ohio Academy of Science for the
State University.
past 25 years and district director of
He joined the
the Junior Academy of Science of
Bowling Green
Ohio for 20 years.
staff in 1952.
• A native of Poland, Stefania E.
During his tenure
Frank was director of the language
laboratory prior to her retirement.
Melvin Hyman
at the University,
he also served as
Frank came to the
a lecturer at the University of Florida,
University In 1965
School of Medicine for four summers.
as an instructor. A
During another three summers, Dr.
member of the
.Hyman was a visiting professor at
Polish
California State C"ollege in Los
underground army
Angeles. From 1970-83, he was an
and later the
adjunct professor in the Department
Polish Army in
of Neurosciences at the Medical
Britain during
College of Ohio in Toledo.
World War II,
Dr. Hyman is also co-dire.::tor, with
Frank received the
his wife, of Speech and Language
Military Cross for
Stefania Frank her participation in Services, Inc. and he has served on
the medical staff of St. Lukes
the Warsaw uprising in 1944.
Hospital in Maumee and at the Fulton
Prior to immigrating to the United
County Health Center in Wauseon. He
States, Frank was a high school
has received numerous award<: and
teacher and an instructor at Poznain
has published several books <=-· td
University. She was an instructor at
many journal articles. He ha:;
Indiana University before coming to
presented more than 25 pap€ to
Bowling Green.
professional societies.
• While at the University, she served
Or. Hyman has been active on a
for 12 years on the Faculty Senate
variety of departmental, college and
and was a member of numerous
University committees, including
committees. She's been a member of
serving as chair of the Faculty Senate
Modem Language Association since
in 1965. He also chaired the
1970 as well as the Stained Glass
committee that developed the College
Guild in Toledo and the American
of Health and Human Services.
Association of University Women.
• Thomas Kisselle, assistant
• Clifford J. Gallant has been a
professor
in the School of Health,
professor of romance languages at
Physical Education and Recreation,
Bowling Green since 1970; Prior to
came to Bowling
!!th. 7"' ·
joining the staff,
Green in 1964 as
0<· -· . .. ·' .· ., . he had also taught
assistant football
at Western
coach and
Michigan
instructor in
·
~· ~
University,
physical
~~ - · .lf. Northern Illinois
education. A
··
University, Hollins
Bowling Green
College, Central
graduate, Kissell
t:f~, . Michigan.
had played end ·on
the Falcon football
team and earned
Cllfford Gallant
From 1962-64, he
Thomas Kissell
All-MAC honors
served as a partfrom 1953-55.
time translator/interpreter in French
He earned his master's degree at
for Diamond Plastics Industries in
iiie Uolveralty In 1958 and served as
Roanoke, Va
assistant athletic director from 1972
Over the years, Dr. Gallant has
until 1983, when he became a fulltaught French, Spanish and Italian,
time faculty member in sport
as well as courses about
management. For the past five years,
Renaissance poetry, literature,
he has coordinated the University's
composition and drama
Bloodmobile program.
For two years, 1975-n, he was a
• J_ Frederick Leetch has retired
senior Fulbright-Hays lecturer in
after
24 years of service to Bowling
teaching English as a foreign
Green.
He came to the University in
lan__guage and literature in Niger,
1961 from The
Africa He has also published several
Ohio
State
articles and a number of reviews.
University,
where
• Ernest Hamilton came to Bowling
he received his
___ ..
Green in 1956 after attending the
master's and University of Massachusetts, where
doctorate degrees.
he received his
He also had been
bachelor's degree,
an instructor In
and Rutgers
mathematics at
University, where
the Cotumbushe was awarded
based university.
master's and
J. Frederick
Dr. Leetch
dcictorate degrees.
Leetch
became
a
During his 29
professor of mathematics and
years at Bowling
statistics in 1971. A retired captain in
Green, Dr.
Hamilton taught in the u_s. Naval Reserve, he has served
on several committees and was a
Ernest Hamilton both
member of the Faculty Senate from
.
undergraduate and
graduate pf90rams in general biology, 1974-n. He was also chair of the
Ohio section of the Mathematical
botany, environmental biology,
Association of America for the
biological techniques, terestrlal
1973-74 academic year.
ecology and plant geography;
• Neil Pot:tlmann, a professor of
. As a plant ecologist, Dr. Hamilton
educational
administration and
was
interested in the
supervision,
has a _total of 22 years
distribution of plant specieS In
service to the
relation to edaphlc factors. With his
College
of
. students, he-was involved In a
Education. He
wgetational monitoring P!"OJ~ at the
joinecfthe staff In
Davis-Besse nuclear power generating
1962 as an intern
··plant for six years.
· instructor and
. He served on many departmental,
student teaching
college and University comlttees. He
supervisor. He left
was also a member of several
the University in
professional organizations. With
1964 to accept an
fellow biology professor and retiree
appolntmenf
as a
Dr. Easterly, Dr. Hamilton published a
doctoral
fellow
general botany textbook in 1963.
NeII Pohimann
and Mott
• Melvin Hyman has retired from
Foundation
Fellow
at Wayne State
the University after 33 years of
University.
service in the speech department.
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He returned to Bowling Green in
1965 as assistant to the dean of the
college. He held that position until
1971. He earned his bachelor's,
master's and specialist degrees from
Bowling Green. He chaired the EDAS
department in 1973-76 and in 1975
received a special achievement award
from the University. He has also been
active with the Ohio School Boards
Association and has served as
secretary to the Northwest Ohio
School Boards Association.
• Maurice 0. Sandy, an associate
professor in the School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation,
joined the Bowling
Green faculty in
1962. He is
credited with the
development of
the University's
men's intramural
program, which
has served as a
model throughout
the region for
schools of similar
Maurice Sandy
size.
Sandy is a Bowling Green graduate
and earned his master's degree at the
·University of Califom la at Los
Angeles. He did doctoral work at
Case Western Reserve. Prior to
coming to Bowling Green, he was a
teacher-coach at Mayfield and Maple
Heights high schools. His teaching
specialities at the collegiate level are
sports officiating, personal health,
community health and sports skills.
He is a life member of the National
Intramural Association and a former
Ohio representative to NIA.
• Another professor in educational
administration and supervision has
retired. John R. Toscano came to
Bowling Green
from Wyoming and
California in 1963.
During his 22
years of service he
has worked
~- -•.t
·extensively in the

..~ ;.;:::ral
J0 hn Toscano

the planning
committee,
including being chair for a year, for
the doctoral degree in education. He
was the principal writer of the first
draft of the proposal. He later served
as chair of the committee on the
expansion of the doctorate in
education.
Dr. Toscano was director of
graduate students in education from
1970-80. He also spent several years
as director of state-funded summer
workshops for teachers of migrant
children and from 1965-66 served a
part-time position with the Economic
Opportunities Program of Ohio. He
has conducted many worshops and
seminars for school districts and
professional associations regarding
economics and finances for
education.
.
• Also a member of the Department
of Educational Administration and
Supervision, Morris J. Weinberger has
been on the
faculty for 17
years. He came to
Bowling Green in
1968 from Wichita,

Kan.
Not all of Dr.
Weinberger's
faculty service has
been confined to
the Bowling Green
MOlrls
campus. In .
·
Weinberger
addition to the
many off-camPus courses he has
taught over the years, he served as an
on-site supervisor for University
student t8achers assigned to
Campinas, Brazil, In 1975. He has
developed a reputation for his
workshops.and presentations on the
topics of human relations and
communication, as well as stress
management and International
student teaching. He Is al5o a
consultant for the management
training program of Marathon
, Oil Co.
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Council accepts
forgiveness policy
Undergraduate
Council
The Undergraduate Council
accepted an academic forgiveness
policy that will allow students who
have left the University to return after
five years.
Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 18, the
council rejectedoan amendment to the
proposed policy that would have set
the waiting period at seven years. The
original policy, which was proposed
by an ad hoc committee appointed
last spring, suggested the wait be 10
years.
After council members discussed
the advantages of various waiting
periods and rejected the seven-year
amendment, they voted for the fiveyear amendment, with the stipulation
that the policy be reviewed after two
years. The entire policy was then
accepted unanimously.
The policy Is designed to assist
part-time, non-traditional students
who are returning to the University
after a period of several years and
whose grade point average is low.
The policy is intended to help
students meet the entry requirements_
for programs at Bowling Green. Other
universities have similar policies.
The Undergraduate Student
Government has said it supported the
policy with a five-year waiting period.
Some Undergraduate Council
members said they felt if students
supported the five-year waiting
period, that they could also support
it.
Members said the danger in having
a waiting period longer than five
years was that people looking to
return to school might go· elsewhere
to complete their education.
Registrar Cary Brewer said that the
number of people returning to
campus after five.ar.10.years is less
than 50 per term. He said there was
no way of knowing if that would
increase once t!ls po!icy is in placQ•
The issue now goes to the
Committee on Academic Affairs.
In other matters, the council
learned Gerald Saddlemire, interim
dean of education, could not be
appointed as one of two of the
council's representatives on the CAA
Neil Browne, economics, will be
asked to serve.

Senate

They are called
the "sandwich
generation.''
i
· They are adults
in their late
Its '
thirties and forties
John Hiltner
who may be still
caring for their growing children, are
wondering If they should begin
planning for retirement and at the
same time are coping with the
responsibility of caring for their own
aging parents.
"It's a fact of life that people In our
aging society can expect to care for
at least one parent," says John
Hiitner, director of the gerontology
program at the University.
It can be tough juggling the
demands. But handling the
responsibility of caring for aging
parents and dealing with one's own
aging can be made easier with proper
planning, according to Dr. Hiltner.
An increasing number of adults In

their thirties and forties are starting
to plan for their later years, according
to Dr. Hiitner, who frequently talks to
groups about retirement planning and
caring for aging parents.
Dr. Hiitner Is scheduled to teach
one such workshop, entitled "You and
Your Aging Parents," on Sept. 29 at
the University.
Dr. Hiitner says he will talk during
the workshop about the normal aging
process and "dlspell the notion that
everyone will end up in a nursing
home."
"I'm a licensed nursing home
administrator and one of the first
things 1lell people is that most of
them will never need the services of
someone like me," he said. "We know
how to avoid many diseases - by .
exercising, eating right and not
smoking - and although you may not
be as active as you were at the age of
20, there's no reason you can't have a
good life at 80 or 90."

Because some people will be faced
with finding around-the-elock care for
their parents or themselves, Dr.
Hiltner will offer tips about how to
choose a nursing home and will
describe alternative types of care and
housing for the elderly. He also will
cover various types of other
resources available to the elderly and
support groups.
The cost of various types of care
for the elderly, both financial and
emotional, are discussed as well.
"The pattern Is that daughters
become the caretakers of mothers.
Those who have had good relations
usually retain them," he said. "For
those who have had family stress in
the past, it usually becomes worse.
Dr. Hiltner's workshop on aging will
be held from 2·5 p.m. Sept. 29. To
register contact the Office of
Continuing Education (372-8181). The
registration fee is $20 for couples and
$15 for individuals.

13 more faculty join list of University retirees
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Clinic finds reasons for learning problems
Why is it that some children do not
learn as much, or as fast, as others?
Many concerned parents have asked
that ~uestlon when their child is
struggling to keep up at schol.
"All children do not learn at the
same rate because they don't all have
the same abilities and interest
levels," said Richard Wilson, special
education.
But that doesn't mean children who
are experiencing academic difficulties
are beyond help. Dr. Wilson and Linda

Purchases should go
through Computer SerVices
Computer Services requests that all
purchases for microcomputers and
related peripherals be directed to Don
Schumacher (2-n24), room 104,
Hayes Hall.
Many vendors require a minimum
order, same as high as $10,000. If an
order is placed with these vendors for
less than the minimum amount, they
wili return the order to ccmpt1ter
Services for resubmission when the
minimum amount has been reached.
Still other vendors will not process· an
order for the University unless It is
submitted by Computer Services.
These vendors will return department
orders to Computer Services for
resubmission.

"major financial burden on
supportive statement to what might
employers, ultimately placing in
be an equitable distribution of
jeopardy the long-term funding of
increases and to the quality of work
STRS benefits for current teachers
of the classified staff, then it's going
and retirees.''
to be appropriate to be supportive,"
The senate also:
he said. "But when you start talking
• Approved a change· in the
about an equal percentage of pay,
Academic Charter regarding unused
then you get Into a whole new ball
sick leave. The charter was amended
game. It's more of a political
statement than a productive one."
to allow the estates of faculty who
die while employed by the University
Dr. Brennan said he seconded the
and who had 10 years service within
motion to table so the senate would
the state to be eligible to receive
have "time to study the implications
partial payment of unused sick leave.
of the resolution and whether any
• Approved a resolution
cost is involved."
recommending no change in the
In other matters, the senate voted
current salary distribution of 60
to oppose a federal proposal to
require current employees of the
percent across the board and 40 .
University to contribute to mandatory
percent for departmental merit for the
contract year 1986-87.
Medicare 'coverage and force newly
• Discussed with Richard R. Eakin,
hired employees to be part of the
vi~ president for planning and
.
Social Security system. .
: budgeting, a recent announcement
The senate resolution, which wlll
regarding Increases in group life
be sent to President Ronald "Reagan
Insurances rates. Or.
Said he
and members of Congress. said
regretted
the
Increases,
"but
we still
current benefits under the Ohio State
Teachers Retirement System provide
need a viable Insurance program."
The Uniwlrsity is considering
adequate Coverage. It also said .
· changes In Its fringe bene~its
switching systems would -f?"ea!e a
program. A report from the Insurance
Committee Is expected soon. ·
However, the earliest a change could
Monitor is published weekly for
be made Is fall of 1986.
• Passed a resolution of
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
appreciation to be sent to faculty and
submit material for the next Issue,
staff who retired In the past year.
Monday, Sept. 30, Is 5 p.m.
• Passed a resolution of sympathy
for the family of Louise Rees,
Tuesday, SepL 24.
professor emerita of library and
Editor: Paul E. Kostyu
educational media, who died July 1.
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'Sandwich Generation' has to cope
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Mandlebaum, special education,
direct a clinic that Is designed to find
the reasons for learning difficulties
and provide the extra instruction
needed to succeed in school.
Now in its second year, the Clinic
for Educational Diagnosis and
Remediation (CEDAR) already has
provided tutoring for more than 60
people of all ages.
"It's a two-step process," said Dr.
Wilson. "First we need to test the
client to find out how far behind he is
and why. Then we design and
implement an Individualized remedial
program to do something about It."
During the diagnostic.evaluation,
Ors. Wilson and Mandlebaum test
ability, language development,
social/emotional behavior, adaptive
behavior and academic achievment of
a client.
After the evaluation, the remedial
instruction begins. This usually
Involves a series of one-hour tutoring
sessions, conducted one to four
times each week by graduate
students and upper level
undergraduate students majoring in
special education.
"Our specially trained tutors can

provide students with the individual
attention that is often not possible in
a classroom," Dr. Wilson said.
Many clients served by CEDAR are
element'ary school students who may
be failing in one or more classes or
may need individual instruction to
supplement the special education
classes offered in their schools.
Children may be referred to the clinic
by their classroom teachers or
parents.
"Parents must give permission in
writing before we begin working with
a child,'' Dr. Wilson said. ''Their
cooperation Is essential in getting the
child to the tutoring sessions and
providing encouragement at home.''
Tutoring sessions are usually
scheduled after school, from 3:30-5:30
p.m. Current clients come from as far
away as Norwalk and Defiance, as
well as the Bowling Green, Findlay
and Toledo areas. Cost of the
diagnostic evaluation session is a
maximum of $50 per student. Tutoring
sessions are $2 per hour or less,
depending on ability to pay.
For more information contact Dr.
Wilson at 372-7290. Enrollment is
limited. -

January expedition deadline nears
Nature lovers have until Sept. 30 to
make reservations to be a part of a
University expedition to Andros Island
in January.
The largest anti least explored of
the Bahama Islands, Andros is
sprasely populated and alive in
natural wonders.
Tho.usands of North American
warblers arid other migrant birds
winter there. Along the island's east
shore grows the world's third largest
barrier reef, which provides a home
for millions of colorful fish and
countless other creatures. .
Bowling Green's nine-day
expedition is designed to develop an
understanding of and create an
appreciation for the natural history of
the island's scenic wonders.
The tour, wbich will be led by a
biology department faculty member
who will provide Information about
the flora and fauna of the Island,
leaves Toledo on Jan. 3 and refurns
Jan. 11. Cost of the nln~y
excursion is $1, 116, which inciudes
transportation, excursions and all
accomodatlons.
The.Hawaiian Islands and
Arequipa, Pefu, are the destinations
of two other nature expeditions being
offered early ·next year by the
University. Faculty and st~ff are
encouraged to participate.
The tour to Peru, which will provide
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
view Halley's Cornet will be led by a
faculty member from the department
of physics and astronomy.
The tour of the Hawaiian Islands,
led by a l)lology faculty member, will
depart from Detroit on March 19 and
return April 1. The cost Is $2,274,.

-

including round-trip transportation
from Detroit, scheduled ·
transportation and excursions, hotel
accommodations and some meals.
The University is sponsoring an
eight-day expedition to the
Smithsonian Satellite Tracking
Station in Arequipa, Peru, to coincide
with the appearance of Halley's
Comet, last seen from Earth 75 years
ago. The best view of the comet will
be from the southern hemisphere in
April, and the Bowling Green tour will
leave Miami, Fla., on April 8. The
group will return Aril 15. Total cost is
$1,295, including round-trip airfare
from Miami, hotel accommodations
and all meals, daytime excursions in
the Andes Mountains and nighttime
excursions with a University
astronomer.
An optional fiVEHlay extension of
the Peru adventure to Cusco, the
oldest continuously inhabited city in
the western hemisphere, is available
at an additional cost of $495.
For further information about any
_of the tours, contact Continuing
Education at 372~181.·

Cooocil From page 1
· • Decided to hOld its meetings
open to cla&Slfled employees wishing
to attend. In order to participate In a
meeting, however, employees who are
. not members of council will need to
ask In a~ance of the meeting to be
placed on the agenda.
·
• Decided to meet Tuesday, Sept.
24, at 11 a.rQ. to decide who will serve
on the committee that will work with
the administration to restructure the
pay system.
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A former dean of Flrelands College,
three members of the Department of
Educational Administration and
Supervision In the College of
Education and three members of the
Department of Biological Sciences
are among the 13 University faculty
who retired Sept. 1. Their combined
service to Bowling Green totals 290
years.
The retirees Include:
• When she wc.s named dean of the
Firelands campus in 19n, Algalee
Adams was the third to hold the
position in the
10-year history of
the school. She
remained there for
eight years, longer
than any other
dean, ending her
tenure there to
come to the main
University campus
in February as
director of special
Algalee Adam_s- programs.
In her last position, Dr. Adams
worked with the University's
Continuing Education program as a
liaison with business and industry
and with public school administrators
and teachers.
Before coming to Bowling Green,
Dr. Adams was director of graduate
programs in art education at the
Massachusetts College of Art (MCA)
in Boston. When she took the
Firelands position, she was only the
second woman In the state to
become a chief administrator at a
branch campus.
She began her career as an art
teacher In elementary and secondary
schools. She eventually held
positions at St. Cloud State College
in Minnesota and at MCA. She Is
listed in Leaders in Education and
Who's Who in America, and received
the Distinguished Alumni Award from
the University of Missouri.
• Morgan M. Brent came to the
University 28 years ago, joining
biological sciences as an assistant
professor. He
became a full
professor in 1965.
-A former
...
surgical technician
in the U.S. Army
medical corps,
Brent received his
bachelor's,
master's and
doctorate degrees
from Northwestern
Morgan Brent
University. He
served as an instructor at Jefferson
Medical College in Philadelphia and
was a research associate at the
University of California at Berkley
prior to coming to Bowling Green. He
has published numerous articles, was
a member of several committees and
served on a variety of organizations,
including Faculty Senate, Graduate
Council and Academic Council.
• Nathan William Easterly also
joined the faculty in 1957 as an
instructor in biological sciences after
receiving his
doctorate from
West Virginia
University. He
became a
professor -of ·
botany in 19n. Dr.
Easterly
completed his
undergraduate
work at West
N. Wiiiiam
Virginia and
Easterly
f8Ceived his
master's from towa Un1¥erSlty"
Or. Easterly was a founding
member of the Ohio chapter of the
· Natur:.e Conservancy In 1957.He

For Sale
The Department of Chemistry has
for sale to University departments'
and offices two slide tape machines
- a Kodak 210 and a Singer
Caramate 3300.
For further information contact
Douglas C. Neckers (372-2034).

A native of
served as a member of its board until
Brooklyn, N.Y., Dr.
1969. During the 1969-70 academic
Hyman received
year, he was a Fulbright scholar in
his master's and
botany in Ghana, Africa.
He has been a research fellow of
doctoratv degrees
from The Ohio
the Ohio Academy of Science for the
State University.
past 25 years and district director of
He joined the
the Junior Academy of Science of
Bowling Green
Ohio for 20 years.
staff in 1952.
• A native of Poland, Stefania E.
During his tenure
Frank was director of the language
laboratory prior to her retirement.
Melvin Hyman
at the University,
he also served as
Frank came to the
a lecturer at the University of Florida,
University In 1965
School of Medicine for four summers.
as an instructor. A
During another three summers, Dr.
member of the
.Hyman was a visiting professor at
Polish
California State C"ollege in Los
underground army
Angeles. From 1970-83, he was an
and later the
adjunct professor in the Department
Polish Army in
of Neurosciences at the Medical
Britain during
College of Ohio in Toledo.
World War II,
Dr. Hyman is also co-dire.::tor, with
Frank received the
his wife, of Speech and Language
Military Cross for
Stefania Frank her participation in Services, Inc. and he has served on
the medical staff of St. Lukes
the Warsaw uprising in 1944.
Hospital in Maumee and at the Fulton
Prior to immigrating to the United
County Health Center in Wauseon. He
States, Frank was a high school
has received numerous award<: and
teacher and an instructor at Poznain
has published several books <=-· td
University. She was an instructor at
many journal articles. He ha:;
Indiana University before coming to
presented more than 25 pap€ to
Bowling Green.
professional societies.
• While at the University, she served
Or. Hyman has been active on a
for 12 years on the Faculty Senate
variety of departmental, college and
and was a member of numerous
University committees, including
committees. She's been a member of
serving as chair of the Faculty Senate
Modem Language Association since
in 1965. He also chaired the
1970 as well as the Stained Glass
committee that developed the College
Guild in Toledo and the American
of Health and Human Services.
Association of University Women.
• Thomas Kisselle, assistant
• Clifford J. Gallant has been a
professor
in the School of Health,
professor of romance languages at
Physical Education and Recreation,
Bowling Green since 1970; Prior to
came to Bowling
!!th. 7"' ·
joining the staff,
Green in 1964 as
0<· -· . .. ·' .· ., . he had also taught
assistant football
at Western
coach and
Michigan
instructor in
·
~· ~
University,
physical
~~ - · .lf. Northern Illinois
education. A
··
University, Hollins
Bowling Green
College, Central
graduate, Kissell
t:f~, . Michigan.
had played end ·on
the Falcon football
team and earned
Cllfford Gallant
From 1962-64, he
Thomas Kissell
All-MAC honors
served as a partfrom 1953-55.
time translator/interpreter in French
He earned his master's degree at
for Diamond Plastics Industries in
iiie Uolveralty In 1958 and served as
Roanoke, Va
assistant athletic director from 1972
Over the years, Dr. Gallant has
until 1983, when he became a fulltaught French, Spanish and Italian,
time faculty member in sport
as well as courses about
management. For the past five years,
Renaissance poetry, literature,
he has coordinated the University's
composition and drama
Bloodmobile program.
For two years, 1975-n, he was a
• J_ Frederick Leetch has retired
senior Fulbright-Hays lecturer in
after
24 years of service to Bowling
teaching English as a foreign
Green.
He came to the University in
lan__guage and literature in Niger,
1961 from The
Africa He has also published several
Ohio
State
articles and a number of reviews.
University,
where
• Ernest Hamilton came to Bowling
he received his
___ ..
Green in 1956 after attending the
master's and University of Massachusetts, where
doctorate degrees.
he received his
He also had been
bachelor's degree,
an instructor In
and Rutgers
mathematics at
University, where
the Cotumbushe was awarded
based university.
master's and
J. Frederick
Dr. Leetch
dcictorate degrees.
Leetch
became
a
During his 29
professor of mathematics and
years at Bowling
statistics in 1971. A retired captain in
Green, Dr.
Hamilton taught in the u_s. Naval Reserve, he has served
on several committees and was a
Ernest Hamilton both
member of the Faculty Senate from
.
undergraduate and
graduate pf90rams in general biology, 1974-n. He was also chair of the
Ohio section of the Mathematical
botany, environmental biology,
Association of America for the
biological techniques, terestrlal
1973-74 academic year.
ecology and plant geography;
• Neil Pot:tlmann, a professor of
. As a plant ecologist, Dr. Hamilton
educational
administration and
was
interested in the
supervision,
has a _total of 22 years
distribution of plant specieS In
service to the
relation to edaphlc factors. With his
College
of
. students, he-was involved In a
Education. He
wgetational monitoring P!"OJ~ at the
joinecfthe staff In
Davis-Besse nuclear power generating
1962 as an intern
··plant for six years.
· instructor and
. He served on many departmental,
student teaching
college and University comlttees. He
supervisor. He left
was also a member of several
the University in
professional organizations. With
1964 to accept an
fellow biology professor and retiree
appolntmenf
as a
Dr. Easterly, Dr. Hamilton published a
doctoral
fellow
general botany textbook in 1963.
NeII Pohimann
and Mott
• Melvin Hyman has retired from
Foundation
Fellow
at Wayne State
the University after 33 years of
University.
service in the speech department.
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He returned to Bowling Green in
1965 as assistant to the dean of the
college. He held that position until
1971. He earned his bachelor's,
master's and specialist degrees from
Bowling Green. He chaired the EDAS
department in 1973-76 and in 1975
received a special achievement award
from the University. He has also been
active with the Ohio School Boards
Association and has served as
secretary to the Northwest Ohio
School Boards Association.
• Maurice 0. Sandy, an associate
professor in the School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation,
joined the Bowling
Green faculty in
1962. He is
credited with the
development of
the University's
men's intramural
program, which
has served as a
model throughout
the region for
schools of similar
Maurice Sandy
size.
Sandy is a Bowling Green graduate
and earned his master's degree at the
·University of Califom la at Los
Angeles. He did doctoral work at
Case Western Reserve. Prior to
coming to Bowling Green, he was a
teacher-coach at Mayfield and Maple
Heights high schools. His teaching
specialities at the collegiate level are
sports officiating, personal health,
community health and sports skills.
He is a life member of the National
Intramural Association and a former
Ohio representative to NIA.
• Another professor in educational
administration and supervision has
retired. John R. Toscano came to
Bowling Green
from Wyoming and
California in 1963.
During his 22
years of service he
has worked
~- -•.t
·extensively in the

..~ ;.;:::ral
J0 hn Toscano

the planning
committee,
including being chair for a year, for
the doctoral degree in education. He
was the principal writer of the first
draft of the proposal. He later served
as chair of the committee on the
expansion of the doctorate in
education.
Dr. Toscano was director of
graduate students in education from
1970-80. He also spent several years
as director of state-funded summer
workshops for teachers of migrant
children and from 1965-66 served a
part-time position with the Economic
Opportunities Program of Ohio. He
has conducted many worshops and
seminars for school districts and
professional associations regarding
economics and finances for
education.
.
• Also a member of the Department
of Educational Administration and
Supervision, Morris J. Weinberger has
been on the
faculty for 17
years. He came to
Bowling Green in
1968 from Wichita,

Kan.
Not all of Dr.
Weinberger's
faculty service has
been confined to
the Bowling Green
MOlrls
campus. In .
·
Weinberger
addition to the
many off-camPus courses he has
taught over the years, he served as an
on-site supervisor for University
student t8achers assigned to
Campinas, Brazil, In 1975. He has
developed a reputation for his
workshops.and presentations on the
topics of human relations and
communication, as well as stress
management and International
student teaching. He Is al5o a
consultant for the management
training program of Marathon
, Oil Co.
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Classified

S1pli=h-23, 1111

Emplo~ent

Datebook

Opportunities

Monday, Sept. 23

The following classified positions are
av al lab le.
• Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.

"Iron Hans," department of German,
Russian and East Asian languages
sponsored fllm, with English subtitles. 8
p.m., Gish Fiim Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Ylednesday,Sept.25

NEW VACANCIES
Posting ExphUon Date for EmployH1 to
Apply: 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 30, 1985

Jewish Hollday, Yom Klppur (Day of
Atonement).

Soccer, Bowling Green vs. Eastern
Michigan, home, 3:30 p.m.
Women'a VolJerball, Bowling Green vs.
Univ. of Cincinnati, at Cincinnati, 7 p.m.

9-30-1

Thursday, Sept. 26

1986

9-3G-2

Program, sponsored by Women's

9-30-3

Friday, Sept. 27

9-3().4

Laborer
Pay Range2
Ice Arena
Permanent, part·tlme

9-30-5

Office MachlM Operator 2

toumamenL
Poetry and Fiction Reading, Howard
McCord, sponsored by the Creative
Writing Program and University Student
Activities, 1:30 p.m., Faculty Lounge,
University Union. Free.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Central Michigan Univ., at Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., 7 p.m.
"Raldena o1 the Lost Alt." University
Activities Organzlatlon sponsored film,
Sept. 27 and 28, 7:30, 9:45 and midnight,
210 Math Science. Tickets. are priced at
$1.50 for students, faculty and staff (with
University ID).

Saturday, Sept. 28
Men's Cross Country, Bowling Green vs.
Miami Univ., at Oxford, 11 am.
WOllMHI'& Cross Country, Eastern
Michigan Invitational, at Ypsilanti, Mich.,
noon.
Football, Bowling Green vs. Akron,
home, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Eastern Michigan Univ., at Ypsilanti,
Mich., 2 p.m.
Soccer, Bowling Green vs. Akron, home,
4 p.m.

9-30-6

Pholo by William BIOWn

With her camera poised for some picture taking, Evelyn Settles lifts off in

a hot air balloon for a brisk ride over the countryside. She landed 30
minutes later in a field near Millbury. The ride was to last an hour but a
brisk wind carried the balloon farther and faster than originally planned.

SRC events coming up

Library seminar planned

The Jewish holiday of Yorn Kippur
will be celebrated Wednesday, Sept. 25.
The Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs encourages faculty
to grant excused absences to Jewish
students who request them for
observance of the holiday. All
students excused from class,
however, must make up any work
missed as a result of the absence.

A seminar to be offered by the
library to introduce faculty, students
and librarians to Ohio Pl and DASS
will be held SepL 25.
_
Pl is an Ohio Public Information
utility developed by OHIONET, a
member-owned and governed regional
library network operating throughout
the_ state. DASS signifies Descriptive
and Analytic Statistics System, one·
of the services of OhioPI.

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
·
Concert, Soprano Barbara Rondell! and
her husband, pianist Johan van der
Merwe, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Sept. 30

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
College of Education: Dean. Contact Norma Sti~kler, academic affairs
(2-2915). Deadline: Nov. 1, 1985.
Finance and Insurance: Associate/full professor. Contact Darwin B. Close
(2-2520). Deadline: April 15, 1986.
·
Geography: Part-time Instructor. Contact Joseph C. Buford (2-2926).
Deadline: Dec. 1, 1985.
History: Visiting assistant professor. Contact chair, department of history
(2-2030). Deadline: Oct. 1, 1985.
Ubrary: Coordinator of library user education. Contact chair, Information
services (2-2362). Deadline: SepL 30, 1985_
Library: Head, Popular Culture Library. Contact Paul Yon (2-2411). Deadline:
Jan. 31, 1986.
Ubrary: Music cataloger. Contact Stephen Slovasky (2-2106). Deadlipe: Nov.
15, 1985.
Marketing: AssistanUassociate professor and assistant professor (two
positions). Contact Stephen Goodwin (2-2041). Deadline: Oct. 18, 1985.
The following administrative staff positions.are avallable:
.
Blologlcal Sciences: Research assistant. Contact Doris Beck (2-8026).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1985.
Public Rea.Uons: Graphic artist/designer. Contact Susan Caldwell,
administrative staff personnel services (2-2558). oeadllne: Oct. 4, 1985.

·.

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting ExphUon Date for Employees to
Apply: 5 p.m. Monday, Sept- 23, 1985
9-23-1

Secretary 1
Pay Range26
Management Center
Temporary, part·tlme to March

In Brief

Jewish holiday this week

p.m~

T:n)lst 2
'Pay Range4
College of Technology/Epsilon Pi
Tau Fraternity
Temporary, part-time,
Grant funded to June 30, 1986

1986

"Dlaorderty and Early Sorrow,"
department of German, Russian and East
Asian languages sponsored film, 8 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hail. Free.

"Kaleldo9c:ope Konzert." 3

Groundakeeper 1
Pay Range4
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

Pay Range4
Office Services

Upcoming events at the Student
Recreation Center include:
• Fit-For-All Aerobics begin today,
Sept. 23.
• On Parent's Weekend 75-cent
guest passes will be available
beginning Friday, Sept. 27, at 4 p.m.
untii Sunday, Sept 29.
• A fall weight-nutitlon-exercise
program will be sponsored by the
Wellness Center, located at the SAC
Ll.F.E. Room. The program will run
for eight weeks; Oct. 2-Nov. 20, on
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. The
registration can be completed at the
SAC office and costs $8.

Sunday, Sept. 29

r..

Cuhler 1
Pay Range3
University Food Operations
Nine-month, part·time

Studies, Lura Jafran Jones, chair, music
composition and history, "Tunisian
Women: Their Law and Their Uves," 7:30
p.m., Capital Room, University Union.
Free.
"The King and I," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Fiim Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Women'• Golt, Spartan lnvltatlonal, at
East Lansing, Mich., Sept 27-28, 54-hole

r

Account Clertl 1
Pay Range 4
Bursar/Student Loan Collections
Temporary, part·time to June

OHIONET has developed a_program
fc>r storing and -manipulating
statistics relating to the state, in part
from the U.S. Census; the State
Library of Ohio and the Ohio
Department of Education.
The seminar will be free and
include lectures and demonstrations
as well as hands-on compute;
opportunity. The lectures will be
10-11:30 a.m. and 2-3:30 p.m. on Sept.
25, followed by demonstrations at
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 3:30-4:30
p.m. in Jerome Library room 210B.
Call Irene Farr at 372-2362 for
reservations.

IBM/ PC course scheduled
Another session of Continuing
Education's course about word
·processing on the IBM/PC computer
has been scheduled for Saturday,
Oct. 12.
The eight-hour course, designed to
introduce participants to word
processing using MultiMate software,
will be held 8 a.m.-5 p.m. in room 220
East Kreischer Quadrangle.
Staff from the Philosophy
Documentation Center will teach the
course. Enrollmeiit will be limited to
10 students and individual instruction
will be provided.
The fee for the course is $55. There
are no discounts.
For further information or to
register contact Continuing Education
at 372-8181.

Skating instruction begins
The registration deadline for group
skating lessons at the University ice
arena is Tuesday, Sept. 24.
Professional Instruction will be
offered in beginning, intennediate and
advanced skating. One half-hour
lesson per week for six weeks will be
given. The cost Is $25 per series per
person, which does not include skate
rental but does include a six-session
practice pass to public skating.
Rentals are 75 cents for adults and 50
cents for children. A 10 percent
discount for faculty and staff on
skating and hockey equipment is
avallable. _
Sessions on Wednesdays,
beginning Sept. 25, will t?e: 7-7:30

p.m., beginning children; 7:30-8 p.m.,
intennediate; 8-8:30 p.m., advanced;
and 8:30-9 p.m., adults:
Sessions on Saturdays, beginning
Sept. 28, will be: 1:30-2 p.m.,
beginning children; 2-2:30 p.m.,
intermediate; and 2:30-3 p.m.,
advanced.
Maximum enrollment for each
session is 20 students.
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'85 United Way campaign sets $60,000 goal
For the next three weeks, members
of the University community will be
encouraged to "Listen to Your Heart,"
as Bowling Green kicks off its 1985
United Way campaign.
The "Listen to Your Heart" theme
was developed by the United Way of
the Greater Toledo Area, which
includes Wood
County and the
University. The
Bowling Green
campaign, which
begins today,
Sept. 30, and runs
through Oct. 23,
has a goal of
$60,000. The
money will provide
support for more
James Litwin
than 70 community
agencies in the Bowling Green area.
"When I was first asked to serve as
the chair of the United Way campaign
steering committee, I was awed by
the responsibility associated with the
task," said James Litwin, institutional
studies.
Since United Way is the only
charity that Bowling Green supports
as a total university community, the
campaign embraces all areas of
campus life.
Throughout the summer, the
steering committee was busy with
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extensive planning. "One of our goals
for the '85 campaign is to heighten
awareness about the United Way
because it is such an effective means
of providing support for the many
health and human services agencies
in the Bowling Green area," said Dr.
Litwin.
Many people find themselves in
need of services temporarily, or in
some cases for extended periods.
Through the United Way effort, many
agencies are able to provide a variety
of services to individuals and
families, he said.
The American Cancer Society, Boy
Scouts, Mobile Meals, Visiting Nurses
Service, the Child Abuse Prevention
Center and the LINK are just of few
of the local agencies and services
which receive support from United
Way. Three new agencies will be
given support this year, including
Sandusky Valley Domestic Violence
Shelter, Legal Services of
Northwestern Ohio and the Wood
County Council on Alcoholism and
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Article features study
A study of preferences in message
T-shirts, conducted by Dorothy
Behling, home economics, was
featured in the article "Closet
Academics" by Lyn Baxter, a writer
for Screen Printing, The Journal of
Technology and Management.
The article describes Dr. Behling's
ongoing study of imprinted T-shirts
and the preferences found among
eight different types of T-shirt
messages. The article appeared in the
March 1985 issue of the journal.

Saturday show sold out
Tickets for the Sept. 28 Parents
Day show have sold out. The show
will feature entertainment by
comedian Robert Klein and the
singing group The Lettermen. Lany
Weiss, assistant vice president for
University relations and director of
alumni affairs, said .demand for
tickets has been overwhelming.

Punch card use S!Qps
As of Sept. 30, the card
reader/punch at University Computer
Services will be disconnected and
sent back to IBM. After this date,
punched cards can no longer be
processed.
Anyone with punched cards that
need to be converted should contact
Lynn Orwick at 372-2911 Immediately.

Unused equipment sought
Departments wanting to clear out
equipment no longer in use can do so
by calling Inventory Management,
which will pick-up the material. The ·
equipment will be sold at an
upcc)ming auction.
Contact Inventory Management
(2-2121) by Sept. 27.

September 30, 1985

Reginald Noble, Dena Bookout, Louis Katzner and D.A. Emmatty (/·r)
examining tomato plant used in research.

Heinz funds assistantship
The University's Department of
Biological Sciences has received
nearly $11,000 from Heinz U.S.A. to
support research by a graduate
student.
The research assistantship, to be
spread over two years, was
announced by D.A. Emmatty, manager
and plant pathologist at Heinz's
agricultural research department on
Middleton Pike just north of Bowling
Green. Heinz U.S.A. is a division of
H.J. Heinz Co.
According to Reginald Noble, chair,
biological sciences, graduate student
Dena Bookout of Nashville, Tenn., will
use the assistantship to continue
departmental research in genetic
engineering technology using the

tomato plant as a model.
''Heinz is interested in research
that wlll be a benefit to their
industry," said Dr. Noble. ··our work
in genetic engineering technology
shows a fair amount of promise:·
He said the research could result in
a variety of tomato plant that would
have greater commerical value. Dr.
Noble explained that Bookout will be
working with hundreds of tomato
plantlets. using leaf tissue in her
research.
If the research yields an improved
strain of tomato, Heinz could possibly
conduct field tests at its Bowling
Green research facility·to see if the
plants are commerciplly viable,
according to Dr. Noble.

Photos by William Brown

Students grab seats during a musical chairs game during Fall Fest to
promote the 1985 United Way campaign.
Drug Abuse.
"Over 90 cents out of every dollar
goes directly to agencies," said. Dr.
Litwin. "And volunteers at those
agencies have a direct say in the way
funds are allocated. In fact, over
$600,000 comes from United Way to

specifically serve Wood County.''
In addition to the monetary goal
and heightened awareness, the
steering committee has set other
goals. One of these is increased
(See United Way, Page 3)

Minority Affairs Office
opens with inaugural
At the heart of the University's
statement of its role and mission is
its commitment to the ideals of
excellence, equity and pluralism.
The recently established Office of
Minority Affairs is expected to be one
of the vehicles through which those
ideals are to be implemented.
The inaugural program for the
Office of Minority Affairs is
scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 6, at 6
p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
"Our inaugural program reflects the
University's institutional attempt to
address the issues of pluralism and
cultural diversity on our campus,"
said Jack A. Taylor, assistant vice
president for minority affairs. "The
University has placed special
emphasis on attracting minority
students, and we believe our program
will be of some value as a potential
resource in this regard."
Calvin Butts, an adjunct professor
in the African Studies Department of
City College in New York City, will be
the keynote speaker at Sunday's
program.
Dr. Butts has taught black church
history at Fordham University and
urban affairs at City College. He was
a•so a lecturer at Harvard University's
Institute of Politics. Dr, Butts is the
executive minister at the Abyssinian
Baptist Church in New York City.
Also speaking at the program will
be Juan Andrade. an attorney and
director of the Midwest Voter
Registration Program in Columbus,
and Benjamin Muego, assistant
professor of political science at
Fi rel ands,
Also on the program are President
Paul Olscamp, Mary Edmonds. vice
president for student affairs. Herbert
Moorehead, a University alumnus, and
Dr. Taylor.
The program will feature the
University's Gospel Choir, El Ballet
Folkioricos de Toledo, a hispanic

dance ensemble, musician Tyrone
Vernon and soloist Charlotte R.
Starnes, public safety.
A reception in the Choral Room of
the Moore Musical Arts Center will
follow the program.
The minority affairs office was
established July 1. Its philosophy and
mission statement states that the
office is to provide academic, cultural
and social support to minority
students, advocate and affirm
cultural diversity in the student body,
faculty, administration and
curriculum, and actively cooperate
with academic departments and
administrative units in facilitating the
ideals of excellence and equal
opportunity.
President Olscamp has assigned a
high priority to recruiting and
retaining minority students. The
University"s intent is to develop in all
students a tolerance and respect for
other persons, cultures and ideals.
According to the office's
philosophy and mission statement,
student diversity is a benefit because
it permits experiences and
perspectives from peers of different
backgrounds. Faculty and staff
diversity injects the University with
heterogenous, but credible,
intellectual interpretations and
analysis_ Curriculum diversity
encourages students to appreciate
world views of different people.
--without reasonable and sufficient
diversity. institutions of learning
default in their responsibility ,.,," the
statement reads.
The office is also epxected to help
the University achieve its affirmative
action objectives in the hiring of
minority faculty and staff. It will also
develop a fund-raising program to
increase the amount of external
money for minority student
scholarships. It will also monitor and
(See Program, Page 3)

